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ABSTRACT: A major bottleneck for the development of Mg batteries is the
identiﬁcation of liquid electrolytes that are simultaneously compatible with the
Mg-metal anode and high-voltage cathodes. One strategy to widen the stability
windows of current nonaqueous electrolytes is to introduce protective coating
materials at the electrodes, where coating materials are required to exhibit swift
Mg transport. In this work, we use a combination of ﬁrst-principles calculations
and ion-transport theory to evaluate the migration barriers for nearly 27 Mgcontaining binary, ternary, and quaternary compounds spanning a wide chemical
space. Combining mobility, electronic band gaps, and stability requirements, we
identify MgSiN2, MgI2, MgBr2, MgSe, and MgS as potential coating materials against the highly reductive Mg metal anode, and
we ﬁnd MgAl2O4 and Mg(PO3)2 to be promising materials against high-voltage oxide cathodes (up to ∼3 V).
ﬂammable solvents, as has been observed in Li-ion electrolytes.10,11
One strategy to mitigate the safety challenges of liquid
electrolytes is using a less ﬂammable solid material (i.e., a solid
electrolyte) capable of transporting Mg ions eﬃciently. While
two examples of such materials exist in the multivalent
chemical space, namely, MgSc2X4 (X = S, Se)12 and ZnPS3,13
using chalcogenide chemistries to boost multivalent mobility
typically correlates with poor electrochemical stabilities and
increased electronic conductivity.12,14,15 Note that electronic
conductivity within a solid electrolyte is a source of selfdischarge and is detrimental to battery performance.
A practical way to solve the inherent liquid/solid electrolyte
instability is to develop protective coating materials that can
selectively mitigate detrimental decomposition reactions
against highly oxidizing cathodes and/or the highly reducing
Mg metal. In practice, the identiﬁcation of protective coatings
consists of identifying a number of materials whose electrochemical stability window (ESW)16,17 is suﬃciently large that
it spans across the HOMO (or LUMO) level of a liquid
electrolyte and the chemical potential of the cathode (or
anode). Subsequently, candidate coating materials can either
be deposited as thin (∼nanoscale) layers via ex situ methods or
can be formed in situ via the reaction of a strategically chosen
electrolyte (and additives in liquid electrolytes) and the
electrodes.18−22
One potential diﬀerence between ex situ and in situ methods
of forming coating materials is the resulting electronic

1. INTRODUCTION
Mg batteries operating with a Mg-metal anode set a practical
alternative to state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries by providing
increased volumetric capacities (∼3833 mAh/cm3 for Mg
versus ∼800 mAh/cm3 for Li insertion into graphite) at a
lower cost.1−3 The primary advantage of Mg batteries is the
use of the metallic anode since Mg can be safely plated and
stripped, dendrite-free, from electrolytic solutions at acceptable
current densities (∼0.5−1.0 mA/cm2).2 While the possibility
of plating dendrite-free Mg has been recently challenged by
Davidson et al.4 and Ding et al.,5 the shape of the electrodes
employed in the former and the inappropriate classiﬁcation of
globular Mg deposits as dendrites in the latter cast doubt on
the formation of Mg dendrites under practical battery
conditions.6 While Davidson et al. observe that sharp edges
and/or a rough surface at the Mg electrode can lead to the
nucleation and growth of dendrites,4 the potential usage of a
metallic, dendrite-free, and safe anode still remains one of the
main advantages of Mg-based electrochemical storage.
Nevertheless, a functioning Mg battery is challenged by the
poor chemical and electrochemical stability of a handful of
liquid electrolytes,2,7 which are compatible with either the Mgmetal anode or a high-voltage cathode, but not with both
electrodes simultaneously. The decomposition of liquid
electrolytes on electrodes can lead to the formation of
passivating layers that permanently block the electrochemical
function of a battery. For example, the formation of a
passivating MgO layer on the Mg-metal surface1,3 or at the
high-voltage cathode8,9 has led to rapidly diminishing electrochemical capacities with cycling. Furthermore, such unstable
electrolytes can lead to safety issues due to the presence of
© 2019 American Chemical Society
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(solid) electrolytes can be slightly relaxed in coating materials.
Thus, we used a range of maximum Mg migration barriers,
namely, ∼600−980 meV, to identify candidates that can
operate under a variety of battery conditions (see Section 2).
Based on these limits and the calculated migration barriers, we
have identiﬁed MgSiN2, MgI2, MgBr2, MgSe, and MgS as
potential anode coatings and MgAl2O4 and Mg(PO3)2 as
potential cathode coatings. We also analyzed the migration
topology and the energy required to form Mg diﬀusion carriers
in a set of candidate coatings and found signiﬁcant similarities
to topologies observed in ternary Mg oxides. Finally, our work
will oﬀer useful guidance in understanding the electrochemical
stability, Mg mobility, and electronic properties in several Mgcontaining compounds and enable the development of
practical Mg batteries.

conductivity. In general, a higher electronic conductivity in a
coating than the electrolyte is detrimental to the stability of the
electrolyte. This is because the drop/gain in chemical potential
across the coating may not be suﬃcient enough to protect the
electrolyte from reduction/oxidation.23 Additionally, a thicker
coating layer accommodates a higher chemical potential
diﬀerence and becomes more suitable for accommodating an
electrolyte with a small ESW. Hence, the choice and thickness
of a coating (and its electronic conductivity) can be calibrated
depending on the intrinsic electronic conductivity of the
electrolyte in ex situ methods. However, if a coating is obtained
via in situ reactions at the electrode∥electrolyte interface, a
careful analysis of the properties (ESW and electronic
conductivity) of the phase formed at the interface will be
necessary to ensure that the battery does not exhibit selfdischarge. Nevertheless, a candidate coating is optimal if it
exhibits a suﬃciently large ESW and a signiﬁcantly low
electronic conductivity.
Recently,24 we reported the ESWs of several Mg-containing
compounds, which can be potential coating materials for Mg
batteries. The set of Mg-containing compounds investigated
includes various Mg-binaries and Mg-ternaries, as well as some
compounds containing a non-Mg metal, such as Sc, Ti, Nb, Zr,
Al, Ga, and In because they are either commonly used as
coating materials in Li-ion batteries or have been considered as
Mg ionic compounds in previous studies. We estimated the
ESWs via the construction of grand-potential phase diagrams
based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations.25 From
the calculated ESWs, we identiﬁed binary Mg-halides (MgF2,
MgCl2, MgBr2, and MgI2) and Mg(BH4)2 as possible anode
coating candidates and MgF2, Mg(PO3)2, and MgP4O11 as
potential cathode coatings. Analogous work by Snydacker et
al.26 also proposed a subset of the aforementioned materials.
However, the utilization of these proposed materials as
eﬀective coatings demands that Mg2+ transport in their
structures is facile under battery operating conditions. Hence,
it is paramount to evaluate the Mg mobility on any candidate
coating.
Using ﬁrst-principles calculations, we systematically assess
the barriers and band gaps for Mg migration in a total of 27
candidate coating materials. This set of candidate materials was
obtained based on the screening done for identifying coatings
with promising electrochemical stability in ref 24, which
resulted in the chemistries listed above. Additionally, we
included a set of materials that have been predicted to be
stable against Mg metal,24,26 such as MgSiN2, MgH2, MgB2,
Mg2Ge, Mg2Si, Mg3As2, Mg3P2, Mg3N2, MgTe, MgSe, MgS,
and MgO, and materials with promising oxidative stability (>3
V), such as Mg0.5Ti2(PO4)3, MgAl2O4, MgB4O7, and MgS2O7.
Further, we considered several Mg analogues (e.g., Mg(NbO3)2) of promising Li coating materials (e.g., Li−Nb
oxides),18−22 and Mg binaries (MgB4, MgB7, and MgP4) that
may be kinetically stable against Mg- metal, resulting in a total
of 27 candidates. Although prior studies have demonstrated27−30 that the lack of Mg (or multivalent) mobility in
several structures relates to a combination of stronger
electrostatic interactions of a 2+ charge with its surrounding
anion environment (versus 1+ charge of monovalent ions) and
strong coordination preferences,17,25,31−34 Mg mobility has not
been rigorously quantiﬁed yet for potential coating chemistries.
Since the range of thickness in coating materials is often
limited to a few tens of nanometres (0.5−50 nm),35 the
stringent criteria for ionic mobility required in cathodes or

2. MIGRATION BARRIER THRESHOLDS IN COATING
MATERIALS FOR MG BATTERIES
The assessment of microscopic migration barriers to evaluate
the ability of macroscopic Mg transport in coating materials
becomes relevant only if the calculated barriers can be
connected to macroscopic properties, such as diﬀusion
coeﬃcients, D. Using the Arrhenius expression of eq 1, we
can estimate the diﬀusivity of a given ion (e.g., Mg2+) in a
solid, given a barrier along a microscopic (or local) migration
pathway (Em).
ij E yz
D = fa 2 ν expjjj− m zzz
j kBT z
k
{

(1)

where a, ν, f, kB, and T are the hopping distance along a
migration pathway, vibrational frequency of Mg in a host
structure, correlation factor, Boltzmann constant, and temperature, respectively. Typically, a and ν are of the order of ∼3 Å
and 1012 Hz, respectively, and do not vary signiﬁcantly in most
solids.36 Thus, the governing variable for D in eq 1 is Em, which
is a chemistry (oxides vs sulﬁdes), structure (layered vs spinel),
and pathway (tetrahedral → octahedral → tetrahedral or
octahedral → tetrahedral → octahedral) dependent property.
Additionally, we only consider local migration pathways that
form percolating networks,36,37 i.e., pathways that are
suﬃciently connected through the lattice, enabling Mg to
diﬀuse from one end of the lattice to the other along at least
one crystallographic direction.
We assume that ionic diﬀusion follows a random-walk
behavior without any long-range correlation eﬀects between
Mg sites, i.e., f ∼ 1 in eq 1. Further, the diﬀusion length l of
Mg2+ across a coating layer (of thickness ∼ l) scales as
l=

Dt

(2)

with t the time for (dis)charge, i.e., the time taken for Mg2+ to
diﬀuse through the coating layer. By ﬁxing the time t to
(dis)charge a battery, at a given thickness of coating layer (i.e.,
the diﬀusion length), one arrives at a minimum required Mgdiﬀusivity, Dmin, via eq 2, which is equivalent to a maximum
tolerable migration barrier (Emax
m ) from eq 1. Thus, potential
candidates are those that exhibit values of Em lower than Emax
m .
Figure 1 illustrates mobility considerations, which sets
general guidelines, apart from thermodynamic stability, for
material selection in batteries (including Li- and Na-systems),
which we apply to identify potential Mg coatings. Figure 1
plots Emax
m at various thicknesses (or equivalently particle sizes),
which sets l, and (dis)charge rates of potential coating
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Figure 1. Maximum tolerable migration barriers (Emax
m ) in cathode and coating materials for diﬀerent sizes of cathode particles and diﬀerent
thicknesses of coating layers, operating at diﬀerent (dis)charge rates (in units of C-rate) and at two diﬀerent temperatures (25 and 60 °C). The
particle sizes/layer thicknesses are given in units of nanometers.

materials (or cathode)3,31 that determine t. While changes in
temperature aﬀect the value of Dmin (and Emax
m ), typical Mg
batteries are cycled at 60 °C to mitigate the poor kinetics of
Mg2+ diﬀusion.1,38 Hence, we include both room temperature
(orange bar, Figure 1) and 60 °C (green bar) to estimate Emax
m .
In Figure 1, we consider rates of (dis)charge for battery
operations ranging from extremely fast (dis)charging at 10C
(i.e., 6 min) to C/4 (4 h). Typically, slow (dis)charge regimes
are closer to the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium and
are used for laboratory-scale experiments, while fast charging39
has become more prevalent in portable electronics recently.
Consequently, the combination of low (dis)charge rates and
high temperatures allows the operation of coating materials
(and cathodes) with higher migration barriers. For example, a
coating layer of thickness ∼50 nm operating at 25 °C and 10C
can tolerate Emax
m of ∼600 meV, while a similarly thick coating
layer at 60 °C and C/4 can accommodate Emax
m ∼ 777 meV.
Cathode particles in Li-ion batteries are routinely coated
with layers ranging in thickness between 1 and 50 nm.19,40
Thus, the thickness of coating layers is normally 1−2 orders of
magnitude lower than that of cathode particles,18−22,35 which is
reﬂected in a higher tolerable Emax
m for coatings compared to
cathodes (Figure 1). Coating layer thickness can also vary
depending on the synthesis and processing techniques utilized.
For example, atomic layer deposition (ALD) can produce

coatings thinner than a nanometer while pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) typically yields thicker coatings (50−1000
nm).35 Hence, given a variety of operating conditions that
require diﬀerent Emax
m for coatings (Figure 1), we select two
speciﬁc cases to represent “reasonable”, yet signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent, battery operating conditions: (i) 50 nm coating
thickness at 25 °C and 10C which yields Emax
m of ∼600 meV
and (ii) 1 nm coating thickness at 60 °C and C/2 resulting in
Emax
m of ∼980 meV. Nevertheless, a thermodynamically stable
coating material with a low migration barrier (<400 meV) will
always be ideal.

3. METHODS
3.1. First-Principles Calculations. To calculate the Em for a
migration pathway in a given structure of a candidate coating material,
we employ the nudged elastic band (NEB) method41,42 coupled with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations,43,44 as implemented in
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).45,46 The exchange
and correlation energy are approximated with the Perdew−Burke−
Ernzerhof (PBE)47 functional. The total energy is sampled on a wellconverged k-point mesh with a grid density of 1000/atom together
with the projector-augmented wave (PAW) theory48 and a 520 eV
plane-wave cutoﬀ for the valence electrons. Unless otherwise
mentioned, for each compound considered, we evaluate Em in its
ground state conﬁguration as per the Materials Project (MP)
database.49 Supercells used for NEB calculations introduce a
minimum distance of at least 8 Å between the migrating Mg ions
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Figure 2. (a) Flowchart to accurately compute migration barriers in charge-compensated candidate coating systems. (b) Example of failed
convergence of end-point images in MgI2 in the presence of a jellium background resulting in signiﬁcant distortion of layers of edge-sharing MgI6.
The structural distortion is highlighted by the change in interlayer distance before (∼7.6 Å) and after relaxation (∼11.9 Å). (c) Comparison of
migration energies for Mg ions in MgS after the structure relaxation of the end-point images with jellium background charge (red dots) and without
jellium (blue squares). Numbers near each box guide the execution of the ﬂowchart described in the text.
to minimize ﬁctitious interactions across periodic boundaries. The
total energy is converged within 10−5 eV per supercell. The end-point
structures, i.e., the initial and ﬁnal states along the Mg migration
pathway, are fully relaxed until the forces on the atoms converged
within 10−2 eV/Å, whereas the NEB forces are converged within 0.05
eV/Å. Unless noted diﬀerently, seven distinct images are used
between the end points to evaluate the ion migration trajectory. For
calculating formation energies of Mg vacancies (see Section 3.4), we
use the PBE functional and create supercells from PBE-relaxed
geometries. Subsequently, we relax only the ionic positions after a Mg
vacancy has been introduced within the supercell to calculate the total
energy of a defective structure.
Band-gaps of the materials studied are evaluated from the density
of states (DOS) computed with the hybrid (25% Hartree−Fock)
range-separated exchange-correlation functional, HSE06.50−52 For
DOS calculations, we fully relaxed the coordinates, cell, and shape of
the bulk unit cells, in accordance with the input settings used in the
MP.53 Notably, the band gap predictions with HSE06 show good
agreement with experiments and/or other theoretical calculations. For
example, our HSE06 calculated band gaps for Mg2Si (∼0.83 eV) and
Mg2Ge (∼0.61 eV) are similar to previous studies, namely, ∼0.77−0.8
eV for Mg2Si and ∼0.67−0.74 eV for Mg2Ge.54 In the case of Mg
vacancy formation calculations (Section 3.4), we use DOS calculated
using the PBE functional to evaluate band gaps in order to be

consistent with the level of theory used to calculate the total energies
of the defective and defect-free structures.
3.2. Challenges in Computing Migration Barriers in Coating
Materials. The DFT+NEB framework has been employed to
evaluate Em for a wide variety of electrode structures3,55 containing
open-shell transition metals, owing to lower computational costs
compared to ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, and
hence represents the standard to evaluate ionic migration barriers in
solids. However, a number of challenges remain when the DFT+NEB
methodology is applied to materials containing closed-shell nonredoxactive (transition) metals, as in the case of coating materials.
Typically, migration barriers are evaluated in two limits of Mg2+
concentration: (i) low vacancy limit, where the barrier for the
migration of an isolated Mg-vacancy is evaluated, and (ii) high
vacancy limit, i.e., migration barrier of an isolated Mg2+. In both
scenarios, Mg ions hop via a site-vacancy (or an interstitial-based)
mechanism, where the diﬀusion carrier (Mg vacancy or interstitial) is
introduced and the migration barrier of the carrier is evaluated on all
possible paths that can give rise to long-range Mg diﬀusion. We assess
Mg migration in the low-vacancy limit, i.e., one Mg vacancy per
supercell, for all the coating materials considered in this work.
To maintain the charge neutrality of the underlying structure upon
introducing the Mg vacancy (or Mg atom), the valence electrons of
the removed (added) Mg atom must be reintroduced (removed) in
8090
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Figure 3. Calculated migration barriers for anode (left) and cathode (right) coating candidates. Dotted vertical lines indicate strict (∼600 meV,
blue) and lenient (∼980 meV, red) Emax
m values (see Section 2). The numbers in brackets provide the (reductive, oxidative) stability limits, in V vs
Mg metal, as reported by Chen et al.24 The Em for Mg(BH4)2 should exhibit a higher error than other materials due to challenges in converging the
NEB.
approach has not been reliably tested.17,33,56,57 In particular, it is
challenging for any self-consistent procedure, such as DFT with a
semilocal PBE functional, to appropriately localize the jellium charge,
leading to problematic convergence of the charge density, the total
energy, and the atomic forces. Poor convergence of the charge density
can eventually cause appreciable deformation of the underlying
structure, such as signiﬁcant rearrangement of atomic positions and/
or large changes in volume or shape, resulting in an inability to
accurately assess migration barriers via the NEB method. In our work,
we encountered signiﬁcant structural distortions owing to poorly
converged charge density in the MgX2 (X = Cl, Br, and I) structures,
where layers of edge-sharing MgX6 octahedra are highly distorted
upon structure relaxation in the presence of a jellium background, as
depicted for MgI2 in Figure 2b.
To ensure that our structural model retains charge neutrality while
not exhibiting major structural distortions, we adopt the workﬂow of
Figure 2a to compute the migration barriers. This strategy can be
implemented whenever the introduction of a compensating background charge leads to unphysical structures.
The workﬂow of Figure 2a is as follows:

the simulation cell; i.e., the charge imbalance created by a local Mg
diﬀusion carrier should be compensated by the addition/removal of
electrons. For semiconducting/insulating cathode materials that
contain open-shell redox-active species (e.g., 3d/4d transition metals),
the addition (removal) of electrons is accommodated by a change in
the oxidation state of a “nearby” redox-active species. In the case of
metallic electrodes, local charge imbalances are eﬃciently screened by
the metal electron density and do not have to be explicitly accounted
for in DFT calculations.
However, the addition/removal of electrons with the creation of
local Mg carriers is required for candidate coatings in DFT
calculations since most of the candidates: (i) are highly stoichiometric
and have elements with well-deﬁned oxidation states, (ii) do not
contain any redox-active species, and (iii) are nonmetallic. Thus,
modeling Mg migration in potential coatings requires “charge
compensation”. Since NEB calculations are performed with periodic
boundary conditions, the additional electrons for charge compensation are introduced as a homogeneous background charge, termed
“jellium”. To minimize the number of additional electrons that
contribute to the jellium background compensating one Mg vacancy,
we used the soft-core Mg PAW potential with only two valence
electrons [s2p0] in our DFT+NEB calculations. Also, we use supercells
with jellium background which provide a migration barrier within a
± 50 meV accuracy threshold, when compared to calculations
performed in larger supercells (see Section S3 of the Supporting
Information). Note that, in a practical battery device, local charge
imbalances in nonmetallic coatings are usually compensated either by
Mg-atom transfer at the coating∥electrode interface or through
intrinsic defects already present in the material.
3.3. Workﬂow To Assess Mg Migration Barriers. While
previous reports have used the jellium background for charge
compensation and computed migration barriers, the accuracy of this

1. Relax (coordinate, shape, and volume) the charge-neutral bulk
material with DFT computational settings (see Section 3.1).
2. Relax (coordinate, shape, and volume) the end-point
structures, including one or multiple diﬀusing carriers (Mg
vacancies in our case). In this step, the vacancies of the
migration species are explicitly charge compensated with the
jellium background.
3. Verify convergence of end-point geometries. Speciﬁcally,
ensure that the relaxed end-point geometries are not
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the starting structure. If the end
points are satisfactorily converged, proceed to step 4, else
proceed to step 5.
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Section 2) of ∼600 meV (50 nm + 25 °C + 10C) and ∼980
meV (1 nm + 60 °C + C/2), signifying “strict” and “lenient”
mobility speciﬁcations, respectively. The calculated Em, band
gaps (this work), and ESWs (from Chen et al.24) are also
reported in Table 1. The oxidative limit for Mg0.5Ti2(PO4)3

4. Perform a NEB where each interpolated site (or image) along
the elastic band is charge-compensated, similar to the end
points, and extract the migration barrier.
5. Relax (coordinate, shape, and volume) the end points without
charge compensation, ensuring that the relaxed geometries do
not exhibit signiﬁcant distortions, and proceed to step 6. If the
relaxed end points are signiﬁcantly perturbed from the starting
geometries, accurate migration barriers can only be assessed
using more computationally expensive techniques (e.g.,
AIMD) and/or by using a better functional to describe the
electronic exchange-correlation (e.g., hybrid functionals).
6. Using the relaxed geometries from step 5, perform a single selfconsistent ﬁeld calculation for the end points incorporating
charge compensation.
7. Using the relaxed geometries of step 5, construct the elastic
band and perform an NEB calculation including charge
compensation. The barrier is extracted using the total energies
of the end points from step 6.
In systems that do not exhibit signiﬁcant structural distortion when
charge compensation is included in the end-point relaxation
calculation, e.g., MgS after step 3, the migration barrier evaluated
using step 4 (∼941 meV, red line in Figure 2c) is signiﬁcantly lower
(∼160 meV) compared to that obtained using steps 5−7 (∼1107
meV, blue line in Figure 2c). Hence, we expect the barriers evaluated
using steps 5−7 for the MgX2 (X = Cl, Br, and I) structures to be
over(under)estimated by ∼±160 meV, which is equivalent to
approximately 3 orders of magnitude diﬀerence in diﬀusivity (from
eq 1). Unless explicitly mentioned, all systems other than MgX2 (X =
Cl, Br, and I) are investigated using steps 1−4, with an accuracy of
∼±50 meV for the DFT+NEB framework.31,58
3.4. Calculating Mg Vacancy Formation Energies. The
occurrence of a Mg vacancy, with a speciﬁc charge q, that enables
Mg migration in a material can be estimated via the formation energy
Ef [Mgq] by eq 3.

Table 1. Computed Migration Energy (in meV) of Mg2+
Ions in the Structures Consideredb

E f [Mg q] = E Tot[Mg q] − E Tot[bulk] + μMg + qEFermi + Ecorr
(3)
ETot[Mgq] and ETot[bulk] are the DFT total energies of a suﬃciently
large supercell with and without a Mg vacancy, respectively. μMg is the
chemical potential of Mg, as determined by the set of phases in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the coating at 0 K, with the range of
relevant μMg identiﬁed by the ESW of each coating (see details in
Section 4.3). EFermi is the Fermi energy of electrons and can range
between the valence and conduction band edges of the defect-free
coating material. Ecorr is the electrostatic correction term to account
for spurious interactions between the charged defect and its periodic
images (long-range eﬀects) and interactions of the charged defect
with the compensating jellium background (short-range).15 For
charge-compensated Mg vacancies (i.e., q = −2), we evaluated Ecorr
using the correction scheme proposed by Freysoldt et al.59 for
isotropic structures and its generalization formulated by Kumagai and
Oba60 for anisotropic structures, with representative plots of the
correction schemes in considered defects shown in Supporting
Information Section S4. Note that evaluating Mg vacancy formation
across the 27 candidates considered in this work carries a signiﬁcant
computational expense. Thus, we restrict to calculating Ef [Mgq] in the
same set of candidates in which we analyzed the Mg migration
topologies, i.e., MgAl2O4, MgSiN2, and MgBr2. We use the Kröger−
Vink notation61 to represent defects, where V stands for vacancy.

material

MP/ICSD

ESW

band gap

Em

Mg3N2
MgSiN2
Mg(BH4)2
MgH2
MgB2
MgB4
MgB7
Mg2Ge
Mg2Si
Mg3As2
Mg3P2
MgP4
MgO
MgS
MgSe
MgTe
MgF2
MgCl2
MgBr2
MgI2
Mg0.5Ti2(PO4)3
MgNb2O6
MgAl2O4
MgB4O7
Mg(PO3)2
MgP4O11
MgS2O7

mp-1559
mp-3677
mp-1192265
mp-23711
mp-763
mp-365
mp-978275
mp-408
mp-1367
mp-1990
mp-2514
mp-384
mp-1265
mp-1315
mp-1018040
mp-1039
mp-1249
mp-23210
mp-30034
mp-23205
mp-1043685
mp-17953
mp-3536
mp-14234
mp-18620
mp-15437
ICSD 426707

0.80
1.20
1.25
0.42
0.05
0.07
0.41
0.21
0.12
0.52
0.52
0.27
3.08
3.39
1.26
0.88
5.78
3.39
2.28
1.60
3.55
2.29
3.13
2.74
2.33
2.24
1.93

3.39
5.35
6.35
4.05
0.10
0.03
1.73
0.61
0.83
2.23
2.43
0.69
6.02
2.94
3.00
2.79
8.70
6.84
4.90
3.13
4.07
4.46
6.77
6.91
7.11
6.70
7.19

655
570
448a
647
1729
504
1352
414
1284
534
560
1563
1851
943
950
939
1123
786 ± 160
627 ± 160
604 ± 160
1105
1358
491
2056
699
3541
1699

a
Reported barrier should exhibit error higher than ±50 meV. bThe
Materials Project mp-IDs or the collection codes from the inorganic
crystal structure database (ICSD) are listed for each structure. The
ESWs (V vs Mg), as reported in ref 24, and the computed electronic
band gaps (in eV) are also listed. Unless explicitly mentioned, the
overall accuracy of our migration barriers is ±50 meV.

diﬀers from that in ref 24 due to the inclusion of ternaryTiP2O7 in the ESW calculations of this work. Variation of the
calculated migration energies along the migration paths of all
materials listed in Table 1 are provided in Supporting
Information Section S1. We also evaluated Em in a set of
metastable polymorphs at the compositions of Mg3P2, Mg2Si,
MgSe2, and MgTe2, which are displayed in Supporting
Information Section S2.
There are several materials that show appropriate Mg
mobility under the strict 600 meV criterion, namely, MgSiN2
(570 meV), MgB4 (504 meV), Mg2Ge (414 meV), Mg3As2
(534 meV), and Mg3P2 (560 meV) on the anode and MgAl2O4
(491 meV) on the cathode. Unsurprisingly, using a lenient
threshold of 980 meV, we obtain additional candidates,
including MgH2 (647 meV), Mg3N2 (655 meV), MgTe (939
meV), MgSe (950 meV), MgS (943 meV), MgI2 (604 ± 160
meV), MgBr2 (627 ± 160 meV), and MgCl2 (786 ± 160 meV)
on the anode and Mg(PO3)2 (699 meV) on the cathode.
Although we report a low Em for Mg(BH4)2 (∼448 meV), we

4. RESULTS
4.1. Mg Migration Barriers in Candidate Materials.
Figure 3 shows the calculated migration barriers for potential
binary, ternary, and quaternary coating materials for anodes
(left, green bars) and cathodes (right, orange bars), as well as
their calculated reductive and oxidative stabilities (numbers in
parentheses, in units of V vs Mg metal). The computed
migration barriers are compared against Emax
values (see
m
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Figure 4. Migration energies of (a) MgAl2O4, (b) MgSiN2, and (c) MgBr2 (left) along the calculated migration paths (right). For each migration
path shown, the end points are labeled A and C (green polyhedra), the activated state is labeled B (green sphere with bonds), and the images along
the path are shown as green spheres. Nonmigrating Mg (orange), Al (light blue), and Si (dark blue) are shown as polyhedra with anions (not
shown) at all polyhedral vertices. The inset in c shows the nearest-neighbor octahedral cations (Va = vacuum) of the activated tetrahedral state.
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MgAl2O4 (Figure 4a) shows a migration energy landscape
that is typical of spinel-oxides,31 where the stable tetrahedral
sites (end points) are connected via an intermediate octahedral
site (not shown in Figure 4a). The activated site (B in Figure
4a) is the triangular face, i.e., migrating Mg coordinated to
three nearby oxygen atoms, between the stable tetrahedral and
the intermediate octahedral sites. Thus, Mg migration follows a
“4−3−6−3−4” pathway, where the numbers refer to the
number of anions that are coordinated to the migrating Mg. Em
for MgAl2O4 (∼491 meV) is similar to the barriers observed, in
the low vacancy limit, for oxide cathode spinels, such as
MgMn2O4 (486 meV), MgCr2O4 (636 meV), MgCo2O4 (520
meV), and MgNi2O4 (485 meV),58 signifying possible
compatibility (i.e., similar barriers + lattice) with cathode
spinels. Interestingly, the intermediate octahedral site in
MgAl2O4 is unstable by only ∼60 meV compared to the
end-point tetrahedral sites, and the low energy diﬀerence
between the two sites may contribute to the low migration
barrier.3
MgSiN2 (Figure 4b) shows a migration path with stable
tetrahedral sites and a 5-coordinated square pyramid as the
activated site. Thus, Mg migrates via a 4−3−5−3−4 pathway,
similar to topology of δ-V2O5,63,67 and exhibits small
coordination changes along the path, which may contribute
to the low barrier (570 meV). Additionally, N3− in MgSiN2
bonds more covalently than O2− does, which can result in
lower barriers via electrostatic shielding of the Mg2+. Indeed,
Mg-containing ternary Se2− and S2− spinels, which bond more
covalently than O2−, typically exhibit lower Em than analogous
ternary oxide spinels.12
In Figure 4c, MgBr2 exhibits a barrier of ∼627 meV, where
the Mg migrates across octahedral end points through an
activated, face-sharing tetrahedral site. Thus, the Mg migrates
via a 6−3−4−3−6 mechanism, analogous to ionic migration in
ordered, close-packed, layered oxides, such as Li in LiCoO268
and Mg in MgNiO2.31 Note that both MgCl2 and MgI2 exhibit
identical migration pathways compared to MgBr2. Importantly,
layered Mg-halides exhibit signiﬁcantly lower migration
barriers (<800 meV, Table 1) than MgNiO2 (>1000 meV31),
which can be attributed to electrostatic interactions. For
example, in MgNiO2 (or analogous ordered, close-packed,
layered oxides), the activated tetrahedron is face-shared with
two nonmigrating cation-occupied (Ni3+/2+) octahedra, resulting in signiﬁcant electrostatic destabilization, i.e., high energy
due to strong electrostatic repulsion and higher migration
barriers. On the other hand, the activated tetrahedral site in
layered Mg-halides (inset of Figure 4c) shares one face with a
nonmigrating Mg2+-occupied octahedron (which contributes
to electrostatic destabilization) and one face with the vacuum
(Va) between the halide layers (which does not contribute to
electrostatic destabilization), since layers of MgBr2 are bonded
via van der Waals interactions. Thus, the reduced electrostatic
destabilization lowers the energy of the activated tetrahedral
site and reduces the Em in MgBr2 compared to MgNiO2. An
alternative 6−2−6 mechanism, with Mg migrating through the
shared edge of the MgBr6 end points, can also be envisioned,
but such a migration mechanism will require higher barriers, as
previously demonstrated in MgNiO231 and Mg2Mo3O8.69
4.3. Mg-Vacancy Formation in Selected Coating
Materials. While Em controls how likely it is for a Mg
diﬀusion carrier to migrate, there should be a suﬃcient
concentration70 of Mg vacancies (or other diﬀusion carriers)
within the bulk to facilitate Mg transport in the material.

encountered signiﬁcant challenges in converging the NEB for
this material. For example, the ground state structure of
Mg(BH4)2 in the Materials Project (ID: mp-1200811 and
space group Ia3̅d) contains 264 atoms within its unit cell,
making the computational cost of the NEB calculation
prohibitive. Despite using a Mg(BH4)2 polymorph with a
smaller unit cell (mp-1192265, 22 atoms, and P4̅n2 space
group), we could converge the elastic band only by using a
signiﬁcantly higher force threshold (∼0.13 eV/Å), which
increases the error associated with the reported Em.
Considering the strict Emax
m , only MgSiN2 has an ESW > 1 V
among the anode coatings of Figure 3, with an oxidative
stability up to 1.2 V vs Mg metal. Under lenient operating
conditions, MgI2, MgBr2, and MgCl2 also become promising
anode coatings, with oxidative stabilities up to 1.2, 1.6, and 3.4
V, respectively. On the cathode side, MgAl2O4 has a large ESW
of 3.2 V, with a reductive stability of ∼0.1 V vs Mg. However,
the oxidative stability of MgAl2O4 is only up to 3.3 V, which
indicates that MgAl2O4 may not be compatible vs higher
voltage oxide cathodes, such as MgxCr2O4 (∼3.5 V)62 but can
still be compatible with lower voltage oxide cathodes, such as
MgxV2O5 (∼2.5 V)63,64 and MgxMn2O4 (∼2.8 V).37,65,66 On
the other hand, Mg(PO3)2, which becomes viable under a
lenient Emax
m , exhibits an ESW of 2.4 V with an oxidative
stability up to 4.1 V, signifying compatibility with highervoltage Mg cathodes. In addition, MgSiN2, MgAl2O4, and
Mg(PO3)2 exhibit large band gaps (>5 eV) and are good
electronic insulators.
In general, there is no correlation between electronic band
gaps and Mg migration barriers (Table 1) across chemistries
and structures. For example, both MgB2 and MgB4O7 display
signiﬁcant migration barriers (>1700 meV) while possessing
contrasting band gaps of 0.1 and 6.91 eV, respectively.
However, within an anion group (e.g., chalcogens), there is a
direct correlation between lower band gaps and lower
migration barriers. For example, the migration barrier in Mgchalcogenides varies as MgO (1851 meV) > MgSe (950 meV)
> MgS (943 meV) > MgTe (939 meV), identical to the
variation in band gaps, MgO (6.02 eV) > MgSe (3.00 eV) >
MgS (2.94 eV) > MgTe (2.79 eV). An analogous correlation
can also be found in Mg-pnictides and layered Mg-halides, with
barriers and band gaps varying as Mg3N2 > Mg3P2 > Mg3As2
and MgCl2 > MgBr2 > MgI2, respectively. The decrease in both
band gaps and migration barriers moving down the anion
group (Cl → Br → I) can be attributed to the larger volume
per anion within the structure and the weaker overlap between
atomic orbitals.
4.2. Mg Migration Topology of Selected Coating
Materials. The evolution of the migration energies (left)
along the calculated migration paths (right) of three promising
materials, MgAl2O4 (a), MgSiN2 (b), and MgBr2 (c), is
displayed in Figure 4. We chose to analyze MgAl2O4, MgSiN2,
and MgBr2 owing to their low migration barriers (<650 meV).
Also, Em for MgAl2O4 and MgSiN2 were calculated using step 4
in Figure 2a, while MgBr2 required steps 5−7. Nonmigrating
Mg, Al, and Si atoms in Figure 4 are indicated by orange, light
blue, and dark blue spheres/polyhedra, respectively. The endpoints, labeled “A” and “C” in both the migration energy plot
and the migration paths, are shown as green polyhedra. The
activated state that sets the migration barrier, labeled “B”, is
shown with bonds to nearest-neighbor anions to identify its
coordination environment. Anion atoms, which occupy all
polyhedral vertices in Figure 4, are not shown for clarity.
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Table 2. Computed Formation Energy (in eV) of Mg Vacancies in Selected Coating Materialsa
Ef [Mgq]
μMg =
defect

q

VMg
″
V×Mg

−2
0

VMg
″
V×Mg

−2
0

V″Mg
V×Mg

−2
0

gap

5.13
4.02

4.47

@VBM

μred
Mg

μMg = μoxi
Mg

@Eeq
Fermi

@CBM

9.22
7.08

9.11

MgAl2O4
−1.05

6.02
4.61

6.01

MgSiN2
−2.02

6.74
4.89

6.49

MgBr2
−2.20

@VBM

@Eeq
Fermi

@CBM

2.96
0.82

2.85

−7.31

3.62
2.21

3.61

−4.42

2.18
0.33

1.93

−6.76

ϵ(0/2−)

1.07

0.71

0.93

oxi
The formation energies are calculated at μMg corresponding to the reductive (μred
Mg) and oxidative (μMg) stability limits, respectively, of each
material. The range of EFermi is set by the valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) of the pristine bulk structure.
Eeq
Fermi is the equilibrium Fermi energy in the defect-free bulk. Band gaps listed (in eV) are calculated using the PBE functional. ϵ is the acceptor
transition level of VMg (in eV). Schematic of the Ecorr schemes used is provided in Supporting Information Section S4.
a

−2. Also, @VBM, Ef [Mgq] for q = 0 is consistently lower than
q = −2 for all structures and μMg, indicating that neutral Mg
vacancies are likely to form at lower EFermi compared to chargecompensated Mg vacancies. Particularly, the materials in Table
2 should form V×Mg at the oxidizing (cathode or electrolyte)
interface since the Fermi energy is typically lower (and
approaches VBM) at the cathode/electrolyte during discharge.34
Ef [Mg0] @Eeq
Fermi follows the trend MgAl2O4 (9.11 eV) >
MgBr2 (4.89 eV) > MgSiN2 (4.61 eV), highlighting that the assynthesized materials will exhibit VMg concentrations in the
order MgAl2O4 < MgBr2 < MgSiN2. Given that V″Mg is more
stable than V×Mg at EFermi beyond 1.07 eV for MgAl2O4 (within a
gap of 5.13 eV), 0.71 eV for MgSiN2 (gap = 4.02 eV), and 0.93
eV for MgBr2 (gap = 4.47 eV), we predict all materials in Table
2 to exhibit relatively “shallow” acceptor levels (ϵ) within their
band gaps. Thus, MgAl2O4, MgSiN2, and MgBr2 are likely to
form charge-compensated Mg vacancies, particularly at their
reducing interfaces with anodes, where EFermi is likely to
approach the CBM. Although negative values of Ef [Mg2−],
particularly as EFermi → CBM, are indicative of bulk instability
for all materials in Table 2 under highly reducing conditions,
the formation of such defects will depend on the actual Fermi
level at the anode∥coating interface.

Hence, we evaluated the energy required to form a Mg vacancy
(Ef [Mgq]) within MgAl2O4, MgSiN2, and MgBr2 (Section 4.2
and Figure 4), with Table 2 listing the calculated values. In
computing Ef [Mgq], we considered two charge states of the
Mg vacancy: (i) neutral (q = 0), V×Mg, and (ii) chargecompensated (q = −2), VMg
″ . We calculate Ef [Mgq] at Mg
oxi
chemical potentials signifying the oxidative (μMg
) and
)
stability
limits
for
each
material
(see
Figure
reductive (μred
Mg
3), speciﬁcally 0.1−3.23 V for MgAl2O4, 0−1.20 V for MgSiN2,
and 0−2.28 V for MgBr2.24 Also, we consider the range of
Fermi energies spanning across the valence band maximum
(VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) within the
bulk material. Eeq
Fermi is the equilibrium Fermi energy in the
defect-free bulk, as calculated by DFT, which lies between the
VBM and CBM in nonmetals and is relevant for an assynthesized coating material. Band gaps in Table 2 are
calculated with PBE, to be consistent with the total energies
used in eq 3, and are lower than the HSE06-calculated values
in Table 1. ϵ(0/2−) is the acceptor transition level within each
material, which is the EFermi at which Ef [Mg2−] = Ef [Mg0]. All ϵ
values are listed (in eV) with respect to the VBM of the
corresponding material. Note that in all cases considered, the
values of Eeq
Fermi are only slightly larger (<0.2 eV) than the VBM
and thus the Ef [Mg2−] computed @Eeq
Fermi are similar to the
values @VBM.
In general, the values of Ef [Mgq] in all three materials and in
oxi
all the charge states are higher at μred
Mg than μMg, which is in line
with the higher availability of Mg under reducing (anode-like)
than under oxidizing (cathode-like) conditions. For example,
Ef [Mg0] for MgAl2O4 at μred
Mg (7.08 eV) is higher by 6.26 eV
than at μoxi
Mg (0.82 eV), which is equivalent to twice the range of
the ESW of MgAl2O4 (3.13 V, Figure 3). Thus, all coating
materials in Table 2 should exhibit a higher concentration of
Mg vacancies at their oxidizing (cathode or electrolyte) than at
their reducing (anode) interface, which sets a Mg concentration gradient across the coating layer and should facilitate
Mg transport away from the anode and toward the cathode
during discharge. Additionally, Ef [Mg2−] is higher at the VBM
than the CBM for all materials and μMg considered, which is
expected given that negatively charged defects become more
likely as the electron chemical potential (i.e., EFermi) increases
toward the conduction band (i.e., reducing conditions). The
decrease in Ef [Mg2−] from VBM to CBM is equivalent to twice
the band gap for each material, corresponding to a charge of

5. DISCUSSION
Using DFT calculations coupled with the NEB method, we
have evaluated several binary, ternary, and quaternary
compounds as potential anode/cathode coatings for high
energy density Mg batteries. Protective coatings form an
important component in the practical realization of Mg
batteries due to the lack of stable (solid/liquid) electrolytes
that are compatible with both high-voltage oxide cathodes and
a Mg metal anode. Using a strict mobility threshold (600 meV,
Figure 1) based on practical battery operating conditions, we
identiﬁed MgSiN2, Mg2Ge, Mg3As2, and Mg3P2 as potential
anode coatings and MgAl2O4 as a promising cathode coating
(Figure 3). MgB4 also showed a low migration barrier (Em ∼
504 meV) but may not be suitable as an anode coating since it
exhibits a small ESW (∼0.05 V) and is not stable against Mg
metal (reductive stability of ∼0.05 V). Additionally, we
identiﬁed candidates that can function under more lenient
operating conditions (980 meV), including MgH2, Mg3N2,
MgTe, MgSe, MgS, MgI2, MgBr2, and MgCl2 on the anode and
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oxide cathodes. In particular, MgAl2O4 should exhibit low
lattice mismatch with oxide spinel cathodes, such as spinelMgxMn2O4, and also has a similar Em at the low vacancy limit,
highlighting its suitability as a cathode coating. However,
MgAl2O4 against Mg-metal is likely to decompose further into
Al and MgO24 and is thus unlikely to be suitable as an anode
coating.
On the other hand, MgSiN2 (Figure 4b) is stable against Mg
metal (hence a potential anode coating) but shows a low
oxidative stability (∼1.2 V) and may not be compatible with
low voltage sulﬁde cathodes (e.g., Mg x Mo 6 S 8 and
MgxTi2S41,38) due to diﬀerences in structure and anion (N3−
vs S2−). The low Em in MgSiN2 can be attributed to the small
changes in the coordination environment along the migration
pathway as well as the covalent bonding exhibited by N3−
compared to O2−. The recent demonstration that theoretically
predicted novel ternary nitride compounds can be experimentally synthesized73 holds promise in the identiﬁcation of
new Mg-containing nitrides with appreciable thermodynamic
stability and Mg mobility to function as coating materials.
Due to the lack of atomic occupation in the interlayer
spacing, layered Mg-halides, i.e., MgCl2, MgBr2 (Figure 4c),
and MgI2, exhibit an interesting structural motif not usually
observed in other Mg compounds. While close-packed layered
compounds (e.g., MgNiO2) are typically expected to yield
larger Mg migration barriers due to strong electrostatic
interactions and the octahedral coordination preference of
Mg,31 the lack of electrostatic destabilization of the activated
tetrahedral site signiﬁcantly lowers the barrier in MgBr2. Such
reduction in migration barriers, by lowering electrostatic
interactions, has been demonstrated in disordered, closepacked, layered, Li-excess oxide cathodes.74 Thus, layered/
close-packed structures that can lower the electrostatic
destabilization of the activated site, via cation disorder, for
example, might be a promising motif to identify novel materials
with facile Mg mobility.
In the calculation of diﬀusivity (eq 1), it is generally assumed
that diﬀusion carriers are already present in the coating
materials during battery operation. These defects can result
from either a transfer of Mg at the coating∥electrode interface
or due to intrinsic defects. However, if the formation of
diﬀusion carriers has a signiﬁcant energy penalty (Ef [Mgq]),

Mg(PO3)2 on the cathode. Finally, combining mobility and
stability (ESW > 1 V) requirements, we suggest MgSiN2,
MgSe, MgS, MgI2, and MgBr2 as promising anode coatings and
MgAl2O4 and Mg(PO3)2 as possible cathode coatings.
The coatings with the highest oxidative stabilities in Figure 3
are MgF2 (5.8 V), MgP4O11 (4.5 V), and MgS2O7 (4.5 V),
which are also large gap (>6.5 eV) electronic insulators (Table
1). Particularly, MgF2 is stable against Mg-metal and shows the
largest ESW (5.8 V) among Mg-containing compounds.24
However, these materials cannot be considered as coatings due
to their high Mg migration barriers (MgF2 ∼ 1123 meV,
MgP4O11 ∼ 3541, and MgS2O7 ∼ 1699), which exceed even
the lenient Emax
threshold. Thus, our work highlights the
m
importance of considering potential kinetic limitations when
identifying coating candidates. Also, we have restricted our
work here to structures involving a unique anion (i.e., halides,
chalcogenides, pnictides, etc.), but it would be interesting to
evaluate Mg compounds/structures with mixed anions (e.g.,
oxy-sulﬁdes, oxy-halides, oxy-nitrides, etc.) for coating
applications since having multiple anions will provide an
additional handle to calibrate the stability, mobility, and
electronic properties. Further, we have only evaluated the
properties of stoichiometric Mg compounds in this work. The
possible existence and role of signiﬁcant Mg oﬀ-stoichiometry
at the anode (Mg excess) and cathode (Mg deﬁciency)
interfaces will be an important area for future studies.
One important assumption made in this work is that longrange ionic diﬀusion in coating materials follows a randomwalk model without any appreciable degree of correlation
between local migration events, i.e., f ∼ 1 in eq 1. While several
cathodes and solid electrolytes indeed obey random-walk
diﬀusion, as indicated by the robust agreement between
experimentally measured and theoretically predicted migration
barriers,55 it remains to be seen if any degree of correlation
exists in coating materials. Computationally expensive AIMD
or kinetic Monte Carlo simulations can provide some
theoretical evidence for correlation during diﬀusion (if it
exists), while experimental measurements, such as impedance
spectroscopy (IS) and/or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
can also be used to probe correlation. Such extensive
computational simulations and/or experimental measurements
can also be used to infer the ease of Mg diﬀusion along grain
boundaries within the coating layer, which can signiﬁcantly
alter the overall Mg transport.71,72
We found that the layered MgX2 structures (X = Cl, Br, and
I) exhibit signiﬁcant structural distortion upon addition of a
jellium background, which is typically used for charge
compensation in periodic boundary DFT calculations. To
circumvent this limitation, we devised a three-step procedure
(steps 5−7, Figure 2a) to calculate Mg migration barriers,
which can result in an error of ∼160 meV (Figure 2c). While
the DFT+NEB workﬂow (Figure 2a) can be generalized to
evaluate ionic transport in other material chemistries as well,
more theoretical studies are required to further develop
alternate strategies to model local charge imbalances and to
better quantify errors. In particular, experimental measurements of Mg migration barriers, using variable temperature
(VT) IS or VT-NMR, would be useful to validate and improve
the theoretical description of candidate coating materials.
Analyzing the Mg migration topology of three distinct
candidates with Em < 650 meV (Figure 4), we found
similarities between MgAl2O4 and oxide cathode spinels,
MgSiN2 and δ-V2O5, and MgBr2 and close-packed layered

(

then the Mg diﬀusivity will drop by exp −

E f [Mg q]
kBT

) compared

to estimates using only Em (eq 1). In order to assess whether
the formation energies of the Mg vacancies will limit Mg
transport, we calculated Ef [Mgq] in MgAl2O4, MgSiN2, and
MgBr2. We ﬁnd that the vacancy formation energies in all three
materials (Table 2) are lower under oxidizing (μoxi
Mg and @
VBM) than reducing (μred
Mg and @CBM), signifying a higher
concentration of Mg vacancies at the oxidizing interface
compared to the reducing interface, which can facilitate Mg
transport during battery discharge. Additionally, given that the
electron chemical potential (EFermi) approaches the VBM
(CBM) at the oxidizing (reducing) interface, neutral (chargecompensated) Mg vacancies will dominate at the oxidizing
(reducing) interface.
At the anode∥coating interface (and @CBM), the negative
values of Ef [Mg2−] for all materials in Table 2, which
corresponds to the transfer of Mg2+ across the interface,
highlights potential instability of the coatings. Note that we
evaluated the anodic stability limit (Figure 3) across all
materials for Mg-atom transfer (i.e., Mg2+ + 2e−), and the
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exchange of only Mg2+ (i.e., charge transfer) can indeed lead to
large concentrations of VMg
″ under reducing conditions,
eventually destabilizing the coating. In general, charge transfer
across an interface (e.g., Mg2+ exchange leading to formation/
annihilation of VMg
″ ) depends on the Fermi level at the
interface (Eint
Fermi), which is diﬀerent from the equilibrium Fermi
level within the bulk coating material. Eint
Fermi depends on the
alignment of the bands between the bulk components (e.g.,
coating and anode), band bending at the interface, and any
applied potential.75
Theoretically calculating Eint
Fermi typically requires an explicit
model of the interface involving hundreds of atoms and adds
signiﬁcant computational expense. Thus, rigorous estimation of
f
2−
Eint
Fermi, and the resultant E [Mg ], will be required to predict if
the coating materials considered here remain stable for a
charge transfer process at the anode or the cathode. Another
consideration is that any applied over/underpotential aﬀects
Eint
Fermi and, consequently, the concentration of V″
Mg. As a result,
if there are insuﬃcient diﬀusion carriers in a given coating
material, a potential solution is to apply an appropriate over/
underpotential, in addition to the over/underpotentials applied
to compensate electronic and/or ionic resistance contributions
in electrochemical setups. Hence, we expect poor Mg
migration, not the lack of diﬀusion carriers, to be the main
bottleneck in the development of coating materials for Mg
batteries.
Although there is no broad association between Mg
migration barriers and electronic band gaps, barriers do
decrease monotonically with decreasing band gaps within an
anion group, likely due to trends in volume per anion and
atomic orbital overlap (Table 1). In general, higher electronic
conductivity in coatings compared to electrolytes is detrimental to electrolyte stability and can cause battery self-discharge.23
Two candidates with relatively low Mg2+ migration barriers
(<600 meV), namely, MgB4 (band gap ∼0.03 eV) and Mg2Ge
(∼0.61 eV), have a small band gap (<1 eV, high electronic
conductivity) and small ESW (<1 V, low ability to
accommodate a large chemical potential diﬀerence). Hence,
MgB4 and Mg2Ge will conduct both electrons and Mg2+,
causing electrolyte instability, and are not suitable as coating
materials. There are also candidates with suﬃcient Mg mobility
and ESW (>1 V) but with low band gaps (<2 eV), such as
MgSiN2, MgSe, and MgI2, which can result in higher electronic
conductivities within the coating than the electrolyte.
However, using thicker layers of MgSiN2, MgSe, and MgI2 as
anode coatings may mitigate the inﬂuence of electronic
conductivity and accommodate electrolytes with narrow ESWs.
Ideally, coatings in Mg batteries should (i) be inexpensive,
(ii) involve simple equipment, and (iii) not alter the
composition/properties of electrodes and electrolytes. Several
strategies exist to introduce coating materials onto electrodes
in Li-ion batteries, as summarized recently by Culver et al.35
Inexpensive and simpler techniques include wet and chemical
spray coating, while expensive and advanced techniques
include ALD, PLD, and chemical vapor deposition. In general,
the cost of a coating increases dramatically if thinner
(subnanometer) layers are to be formed.35 It remains to be
seen if coating techniques routinely applied to Li-ion batteries
can be translated directly to Mg (and multivalent) batteries. In
particular, the low tolerance of Mg battery components toward
oxygen contamination may represent a signiﬁcant challenge in
the preparation of ex situ coated electrodes.

6. CONCLUSION
In this study, we use density functional theory calculations to
identify protective coating materials for Mg batteries, a
potential, beyond Li-ion, high energy density secondary
electrochemical storage system. Based on a set of minimal
ionic mobility requirements in potential coatings, which are
applicable to all intercalation battery systems, we found a wide
variety of candidate coating materials. For example, using a
strict mobility threshold (600 meV), we identiﬁed MgSiN2,
MgB4, Mg2Ge, Mg3As2, Mg3P2, and MgAl2O4 as potential
coatings, while using a lenient threshold (980 meV) extended
our candidate set to include MgH2, Mg3N2, MgTe, MgSe,
MgS, MgI2, MgBr2, MgCl2, and Mg(PO3)2. Among the
aforementioned candidates, MgAl2O4 and Mg(PO3)2 should
be compatible against oxide cathodes (>3 V vs Mg), while
MgSiN2, MgS, MgSe, MgBr2, and MgI2 should be compatible
with the Mg metal anode and exhibit reasonable ESW (>1 V).
Upon inspecting the Mg migration topology in a subset of the
candidates listed above, we observed similarities with other
migration pathways, such as spinels, δ-V2O5, and close-packed
layered structures. Further, we expect that layered frameworks,
similar to MgX2 (X = Cl, Br, and I), can exhibit reasonable Mg
migration barriers due to the lower electrostatic destabilization
from the vacuum interlayer that face-shares with the activated
site during migration. Finally, we suggest careful and dedicated
experimental measurements combined with advanced characterization techniques to further validate our theoretical
predictions and progress toward practical Mg batteries.
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